
The Powers of Monodromy
 and the range of r in string theory 

Based on works (2008-present) with
Westphal; McAllister; Wrase
Flauger; Dong, Horn; Dodelson, Torroba, 
Senatore, Zaldarriaga; Mirabayi
as well as related works by Kaloper, Sorbo, 
Lawrence, Pajer, Easther, Peiris,  Xu, 
Meerburg, Spergel, Wandelt,
Roberts, Dubovsky, D'Amico, Gobbetti, 
Kleban, Schillo, Gur-Ari; Marchesano, Shiu, 
Uranga (next talk),  Palti, Weigand, Wenren, 
Schlaer, Lust, Hebecker, Kraus, Witowski, 
Ibanez, Valenzuela, Dine, Draper, Monteaux, 
Arends, Heimpel, Mayrhofer, Schick, 
Yonekura, Higaki, Kobayashi, Seto, 
Yamaguchi, Hassler, Massai, Grimm, Ibe, 
Harigaya,...Kallosh-Linde(sugra)   
and the earlier N-flation scenario by 
Dimopoulos, Kachru, McGreevy, Wacker;...
New Book:  Baumann/McAllister;



BICEP2(+ input from BICEP1, 
Keck Array, Planck,WMAP,...): 
Tour de Force B-mode detection, 
at a level consistent with 
inflationary quantum gravitational 
waves (uncertain model-
dependent amplitude), but could 
be consistent with foregrounds 
(uncertain, complicated) [Flauger Hill 
Spergel '14,...]

___________________________

                          3rd month
Primordial       n-1             Dust
                              video highlights
                                  YouTube
                                  Caltech...                                  

(n=2 to 10 depending on analysis)



Outline
* Inflaton Field Range and 
quantum gravity
* String theory:  large field range 
with underlying periodicity
(monodromy)
* New examples and 
phenomenological range

*Ocillatory templates for 
Planck2014  [Flauger,McAllister,ES,Westphal 
in progress, cf Easther, Peiris, Planck2013, Meerburg, 
Spergel, Wandelt, Aich, Hazra, Sriramkumar, 
Souradeep,...] 



Parameterized
ignorance of 
quantum grav.

String Theory 
axions (and 
duals)

New degrees 
of freedom 
each DF~MP  

From ubiquitous 
Axion-Flux 
couplings

[cf  Chaotic Infl.(Linde),
Natural Infl. (Freese et   
al)]

No 
continuous
global symm. 
in QG

Discrete shift 
symm., f<<M_p



Inflation does not hinge 
on primordial B-modes, 
the TT power spectrum + 
E-mode polarization 
already provide a 
function's worth of 
evidence in favor of the 
paradigm.  Despite 
interesting efforts, no 
consistent alternative 
theory is known (cf BH 
thermo, singularities).



What is at stake instead is 
a true observational lever 
to Quantum Gravity.  
The particular ``model" 
        LKinetic - V()
is of interest insofar as it 
is connected to other 
physics.  A tensor/scalar
ratio r >.01 is strongly 
sensitive to quantum 
gravity via Lyth relation:



Lyth Relation



DF > MP    <=> r > .01
implies sensitivity of 

to infinite sequence of dangerously 
irrelevant  Planck-suppressed 
operators, compelling a UV complete 
treatment (shift symmetry gives 
radiative stability, Wilsonian 
naturalness, but still large assumption 
about classical theory).



String theory is a good 
candidate for QG
*Recover S=A/(4G)(special 
cases)
*AdS/CFT...
*UV finite amplitudes, singularity 
resolutions, dimensionality and 
topology changing transitions,...
*Intricate connections among 
different limits --->**Landscape of 
vacua, fitting with Weinberg et al's 
picture of late-time acceleration
**Not anything goes: f_axion
<M_p; No hard L; Light d.o.f. at 
limits of moduli space [Ooguri/Vafa],...). 



Monodromy generates 
symmetry-controlled 
large field range and 
observable B mode 
signal. (Other inflation 
mechanisms can yield 
low r.) 



































power law potentials with p=3,2,4/3, 1,2/3,... 
         r=.2,  .13,  .09,  .07,  .04,...
so far.  We hope to get this understood more systematically in the 
B-mode era.  



















                         Nth month

Primordial  3.5 million-1?       All Dust    
component

It will be very exciting to see which 
way this goes.  Either way we learn 
about inflation and the role or not of 
large field ranges.  This is an 
unprecedented lever to QG and String 
Theory.  Broad goal:  develop 
systematic understanding based on 
structure of flux-axion couplings.


